
Alberta Tech Alliance Association (ATAA) 

Student Code of Conduct (COC) Agreement

In order to ensure that parents/legal guardians, students, and mentors understand their
responsibility and the commitment expectations needed from each person in order to run a
competitive, effective, and fun organization, we require all parents/legal guardians, participants,
and mentors to sign a COC agreement. Our vision is to create best-in-class competitive youth
robotics teams that engage and deeply impacts lives and to build people from students into
multi-talented adults who are prepared to succeed in business, school and beyond. 

Gracious Professionalism (GP) is the embodiment of the FIRST philosophy, and it is the foundation of
the ATAA organization and its robotics teams. GP is how we should act whether we are being
watched or not. It is about behaving and communicating in a way that would make those we admire
most proud of us. It demands that we treat others with kindness and respect, and we communicate
clearly and honestly to resolve conflicts and misunderstandings immediately. GP encourages us to
learn and compete with passion, with impeccable ethics and with humility. Students are expected to
be role models of GP within their team, their school, and their community. 

The ATAA Student Code of Conduct 

• I understand that no problem has only one solution, and that a successful team is one that 
cooperates by considering everyone’s solutions and ideas. I will support other team members by 
listening to their ideas, trying to understand other opinions, and encouraging everyone on the 
team to participate in the process. 

• I agree to make every effort to attend team meetings and honor my commitments, and, if
there is a conflict on a date I am expected to attend, I will send a Slack message to my lead
mentor.

• I realize that my mentors are volunteering a significant amount of time and effort to provide a 
rewarding educational experience for the team. I will be cooperative, helpful, encouraging, and 
patient when interacting with the mentors and the team. 

• I understand that my position on the team is a privilege and that if I am disruptive or 
disrespectful to others at meetings or competitions or if I violate this agreement, I may be 
warned and potentially asked to leave the team. My parents/legal guardians will be notified if 
any concerns arise. 

• I agree to refrain from public displays of affection during team meetings, at team events, and 
during competitions. 

• I will be responsible for my own communications with my mentors and team. I will be 
responsive checking the team Slack routinely for messages, calendar invites, team plans and 
respond when necessary in a timely manner. 

• If I have questions or concerns, I will speak directly, with respect, to those involved, and I will 
avoid toxic gossip. 

• I will help to create an inclusive team by involving others on my team in decision making and 
inviting new or quiet students to become involved in the work of the team. I will strive to 
include team members at meetings, outreach events, and competitions.


